
TYPES OF STUDENTS AT PTW
My Child is Shy and I Want Them to Grow More Confident

 

Meryl Levenberg, PTW Parent Danielle R., PTW Student Carly M., PTW Student
"I was looking for Jill to have the experiences that 
would give her more confidence and just make her feel 
more comfortable with herself and speaking to other. It 
really did that. It really did that rather quickly and it 
went so much further beyond that."

"PTW has helped me as a person. It's made me 
become more social, which is really awesome, 
because before I was extremely shy and I didn't 
wanna say a word to anybody. And now, I have this 
great group of friends where if I text them, they'll be 
like, "Hey." And then we'll all hang out outside of 
PTW, which is really, really, really amazing."

"I love to be outgoing, I love to just talk to people 
and I have no shyness anymore and really that’s all 
thanks to PTW because they trained me and they 
made me more confident and they made me feel 
supported so I was able to overcome being so shy. 
And now I talk way too much!"

Nicole Turon-Diaz, Behavior Analyst & PTW Parent
Christopher Diaz, Attorney & PTW Parent
"It's made such a difference not only in her ability to 
perform but in her persona." Allyson Redmann, PTW Parent

"She loved it. Her sense of confidence and her 
sense of self grew. It was just overall unbelievable 
and then the show on top of it is just, you know icing 
on the cake."

Michele Hilzenrath, Physical Therapist & PTW 
Parent
"She went from this tiny little, I don't wanna say 
'mouse', but she was very mouse-like in the beginning 
where she was hiding under things and wanting to 
disappear, to this very present, accepting, grateful 
young woman, who was standing on stage who was 
really performing."

Holly Palker, PTW Parent
"I think they do such a great job with children that 
may be a bit more timid or shy."


